Automated Cylinder Tracking with TransPac

ACT - Automated Cylinder Tracking
Near-Field Tag-Reading Technology with TransPac
Ensure the safe-keeping of your LPG cylinders and manage cylinder rental accurately and securely with Near-Field
Communication (NFC) Tag-Reading Technology. Bluetooth-enabled readers allow users to conduct cylinder inventory
management processes quickly and efficiently. Contactless readers provide quick results, improving asset tracking efficiency
especially when managing high-volume cylinder supplies.

Use portable, handheld NFC tag readers at cylinder storage sites, construction sites, and depot locations. Cylinder
logs and status readings appear on TouchStar’s TransPac app via the user's connected Android device.

NFC Tag-Reading Technology provides these benefits:
Automated asset tracking

Bundled asset tracking

All cylinder activity is tracked and logged to reduce theft and
missing cylinders.

NFC tag reading allows for monitoring of bundled cylinders,
making it unnecessary to scan each individual cylinder in a
pallet.

Real time cylinder maintenance alerts
Tags store manufacture and requalification dates and alert
driver and depot on cylinders needing maintenance.

Improved asset utilization
Automated reporting to analyze cylinder turns and low or no
use cylinders.

SCHEDULE A DEMO: sales@touchstargroup.com

Improved reading accuracy
NFC tags are more dependable and rugged than traditional
bar codes and include read-write ability.

FleetAtlas integration
Works seamlessly with TouchStar’s TransPac Android cylinder
delivery app with link to FleetWatch for real time customer
delivery details.

www.touchstargroup.com

TransPac interface and tools make for quick, secure, and accurate cylinder tracking

The TransPac
interface enables
drivers to view
cylinder inventory
and make quick
decisions based on
the data provided.

Multi-field tablet
displays provide
all the information
you need to track
and maintain LPG
cylinders properly
and securely.

TransPac is a component in a
larger, complete automation
solution named FleetAtlas.

Progressively add components
as your company grows.
Telematics		
Fleet Tracking & Behavior Management		
		

Handheld wand makes NFC tag reading simple

Dispatch
Dynamic Fleet Dispatching

Handheld wand connected via Bluetooth to
TouchStar's TransPac app provides
superior asset tracking.

Mobility Apps
Paperless Transactions & Automated Accounting

Lifetime cylindertracking is safer, as
all cylinder activity
is logged, so you
know when it's time
to refurbush.

Compliance
Electronic Logbook & Fatigue Management

Planning
Fleet Scheduling & Route Optimization

Know who has each of
your cylinders at all times using
the intuitive, app-based activity log.

Business Intelligence
Planning, Reporting, and Management

For more information or to schedule a demo, contact
www.touchstargroup.com

sales@touchstargroup.com
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